
20 
Years of 

SOLIDWORKS
While much has changed since the first release of SOLIDWORKS® in 1995,  
our core mission remains the same: get powerful design and engineering  
technology into the hands of our users. In honor of the 20th anniversary  
of SOLIDWORKS 95, let’s take a journey back to see how design tools and  

the SOLIDWORKS community have evolved over the last 20 years.  

2003

2005

2002

3D ContentCentral launches as an online  
CAD file database

SOLIDWORKS 2003 

COSMOSXpress upgrades virtual testing

SOLIDWORKS 2004
RealView boosts  
photorealistic visualization

SOLIDWORKS 2006
Smart Components bring associated parts and features 
to components 

Multi-body Part Modeling 
makes its debut bringing the 
concept of body manipulation, 
such as patterning and mirroring 
bodies, to SOLIDWORKS

Flex Feature 
makes it possible 
to bend, twist, 
and stretch your 
model all at once

Missed connections become more infrequent with  
Bolt Connectors

Display States stores the  
colors, display mode,  
transparency, hide/show  
status of parts and  
assemblies

Variable Pitch Helix 
creates a variable  
pitch, diameter  
and length Helix

1993

SOLIDWORKS is founded on the idea that 3D solid 
modeling can take advantage of more cost-effective 
Windows PCs to bring a powerful, but easy-to-use, 3D 
design solution to every engineer 

1995

SOLIDWORKS 95 hits the market on December 12,  
1995 taking the average cost of 3D CAD software from  
$18,000 to $4,000. The familiar interface, built on  
Microsoft, cut training from three months to three days

1990s–2001

Ease of Design Era: 
Bringing Powerful 3D CAD to the People

1998

The first Certified 
SOLIDWORKS  
Professional Program  
is released

SOLIDWORKS 99 offers real-time collision detection

The Gold Partner Program 
simplifies app integration, 
allowing SOLIDWORKS 
to grow at an accelerated 
rate. Yes, SOLIDWORKS 
had apps before there was 
an app for that

Party like it’s 1999: The inaugural SOLIDWORKS 
World, the largest gathering of SOLIDWORKS  
users on the planet, is held in Palm Springs, CA

National User Group founders Scott Bemis,  
Michelle Pillers, Mark Peters, and Richard Doyle  
meet with SOLIDWORKS executives to form the  
SOLIDWORKS User Group Network

Engineers begin to use eDrawings to share their data 
across CAD platforms and organizational departments

The Hole Wizard Interface is introduced in  
SOLIDWORKS 2000

SOLIDWORKS 
2005
Curvature  
Continuous Loft 
creates highly 
stylized models

IDF brings electrical engineering data to SOLIDWORKS

SOLIDWORKS Composer makes it easier to quickly  
create high-quality graphical content

Speedpak simplifies assembly configurations

2009–Present

Extension of Design Era: Using CAD Data  
to Build Entire Business Ecosystems 

SOLIDWORKS 2010
SOLIDWORKS Sustainability adds tools 
to analyze environmental impact

2009

Event-Based Motion 
analyzes complex 
machine operations

2013

SOLIDWORKS 2012
Reviewing large assemblies gets a big upgrade from 
Large Design Review

Costing provides the ability to easily monitor and 
check designs against target costs

SOLIDWORKS 2014
MySolidWorks now provides on place for all things 
SOLIDWORKS including videos and training

New UI speeds the design process and emphasizes  
streamlined workflows between SOLIDWORKS products

Style Splines and Fixed Length Splines enhance product 
design capabilities

Realism Era: Using CAD to Imitate Reality  
from Visualization to Validation

Direct Editing allows for point and click adjustments 
to 3D model geometry

SOLIDWORKS 2016
Mate Controller enables manipulation of specific  
mates that control degrees of freedom for a design

SOLIDWORKS Visualize 
democratizes visualization 
tools

New UI saves users 20 percent of time on mouse  
gestures and clicks 

2015

PDMWorks improves product data management

SOLIDWORKS started with a vision of putting the power of 3D solid modeling  
on every engineer’s desktop. 22 years and 24 SOLIDWORKS releases later, the  
mission to empower engineers with tools to make great design happen continues. 
From creating initial concepts and validation, to collaborating across teams and 
fast-tracking designs for manufacturing, SOLIDWORKS is committed to providing 
you with the tools to engineer the world’s best products.

See what’s new in our latest release, SOLIDWORKS 2016, by visiting  
http://www.solidworks.com/sw20

1996

SOLIDWORKS 97 introduces 
Sheet Metal design tools  
making flattening sheet  
metal parts easy

2011

2012

SOLIDWORKS 2013
Mold-injection simulation  
is added with the introduction  
of SOLIDWORKS Plastics

SOLIDWORKS Electrical facilitates collaboration  
between electrical and mechanical design teams 

2010

SOLIDWORKS 2011
Testing for HVAC and Electronics heating and cooling  
is added to SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulation

Walkthrough adds to presentations with easy-to-create 
animated videos 

2014

SOLIDWORKS 2015
SOLIDWORKS Model-Based Definition and  
SOLIDWORKS Inspection are released to support  
manufacturing and quality assurance groups 

New connections to additive manufacturing streamline 
the design-to-manufacturing process

PRESENT

1999

SOLIDWORKS 2007
SOLIDWORKS Enterprise PDM ensures reliable 
data access and management

The Certified SOLIDWORKS 
Associate Exam is launched

2006

SOLIDWORKS 2008
TolAnalyst adds tolerance 
analysis directly inside 
SOLIDWORKS

Following standards is simplified by using DimXpert

2007

2008

SOLIDWORKS Education ships alongside SOLIDWORKS 95

2001–2009

2004

100,000 
users are 

now Certified 
SOLIDWORKS 

Associates SOLIDWORKS  
now connects with

266  
research associates  

and more than

 375  
solution partners

The Gold Partner  
program includes

62  
certified members

The number of 
SOLIDWORKS  

users is now over 

3 million

29,000  
schools are  
now using  

SOLIDWORKS  
Education

SOLIDWORKS 2009
CircuitWorks brings printed 
circuit board designs to the 
third dimension

http://www.3dcontentcentral.com/
http://www.solidworks.com/sww
http://www.solidworks.com/sww
http://www.swugn.org/
http://edrawings.com/
http://my.solidworks.com/
http://www.solidworks.com/sw20

